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Octave-spanning supercontinuum generation
in in situ tapered As2S3 fiber
pumped by a thulium-doped fiber laser
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We report a supercontinuum spanning well over an octave of measurable bandwidth from about 1 to 3.7 μm in a
2.1 mm long As2 S3 fiber taper using the in situ tapering method. A sub-100-fs mode-locked thulium-doped fiber
laser system with ∼300 pJ of pulse energy was used as the pump source. Third-harmonic generation was observed
and currently limits the pump pulse energy and achievable spectral bandwidth. © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (320.6629) Supercontinuum generation; (060.2390) Fiber optics, infrared.
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Supercontinuum generation (SCG) has been heralded as
a technique for generating a broadband coherent
spectrum, useful for many applications, including spectroscopy [1] and ultrashort pulse generation and stabilization [2]. Initially produced in the visible wavelength
range, SCG has shifted to longer wavelengths driven
by applications in spectroscopy [3,4] and the increased quality and availability of mid-infrared (mid-IR)
materials.
A useful mid-IR material for SCG is the chalcogenide
As2 S3 , largely due to its low propagation loss,
<100 dB∕km [5], and high nonlinear index, >200 times
that of silica at 1.5 μm [6]. Unfortunately, the zero group
velocity dispersion (GVD) point of bulk and single-mode
fiber (SMF) As2 S3 is well into the mid-IR [7], causing
available ultrafast pump sources to be in the normal
GVD regime. To generate a coherent SC using low pulse
energies, it is convenient to use a pump source that is
slightly in the anomalous GVD regime, where spectral
broadening due to soliton dynamics—mainly soliton
fission—can be exploited [8]. In the normal GVD regime,
four-wave mixing and Raman scattering contribute to the
broadening, leading to higher pulse energies being
needed to generate a similar spectral bandwidth as in
the case of SCG through soliton fission [8].
Waveguide dispersion can be used to compensate for
As2 S3 ’s material dispersion by shifting the zero GVD
wavelength to shorter than available pump wavelength.
The waveguide dispersion can be created through fiber
tapering [9–11], microstructured optical fibers (MOFs)
[12–14], or a combination of the two [15,16]. By using
the in situ fiber tapering method [17,18] the dispersion
can be optimized to generate an efficient SCG in a short
fiber taper, which reduces excessive nonlinear processes
and improves coherence across the generated spectrum.
This allows for spectral broadening of coherent mid-IR
frequency combs.
The pump source was an IMRA Tm-doped fiber laser
and amplifier system [19], which produced sub-100-fs
pulses with an average power of 450 mW at a 75 MHz
repetition rate and a center wavelength of 2.04 μm. It
was coupled to an As2 S3 SMF, with a core diameter of
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7 μm, cladding diameter of 160 μm, and 0.2 NA. To shift
the GVD of the untapered fiber to the anomalous GVD
regime, the As2 S3 fiber would have to be tapered to a
diameter around 2 μm, as shown in Fig. 1.
There have been few reported SCG experiments with
Tm-doped fiber lasers as the pump source, specifically in
tapered fiber. Previously, Tm-doped fiber lasers and amplifiers have been used to pump long lengths (>10 m) of
single-mode ZBLAN fiber [20,21] and tapered chalcogenide MOFs [16]. Tapered chalcogenide SMFs have been
used with pump sources in the 1.5 μm [11] and 3.1 μm [17]
wavelength ranges. Recently, a 2 mm silica-clad As2 S3
“nanospike” pumped by a Tm-doped fiber laser generated
similar spectral bandwidths to the results reported in this
Letter [22]. The silica cladding allowed for increased

Fig. 1. GVD of the fundamental mode for the untapered fiber
(solid) and tapered fiber with ∼2 μm diameter (dashed) for
varying wavelengths (bottom axis) is shown. The pump wavelength (2.04 μm) experiences normal GVD in the untapered
fiber and anomalous GVD once the fiber is tapered. The
GVD at the pump wavelength (dotted) is shown for varying fiber
taper diameters (top axis) of the order of 1 to 100 μm. The GVD
becomes anomalous at fiber diameters below ∼3 μm.
© 2013 Optical Society of America
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mechanical stability, while limiting generation of radiation further into the mid-IR and reducing the coupling
efficiency to an optical fiber. By using a Tm-doped fiber
laser and an adiabatically tapered fiber, a compact allfiber SCG source can be optimized.
The in situ tapering setup depicted in Fig. 2 is similar
to one that has been described in [17,18], where a 3.1 μm
ultrafast source was broadened to over an octave—from
2.2 to 5 μm. A resistive heater was constructed from
aluminum and cartridge heaters to heat the As2 S3 SMF
to ∼200°C, which provided a heat zone length of
2.1 mm. One addition to the previous edition of the in
situ tapering setup was a temperature sensor permanently attached to the resistive heater block, which
helped increase the tapered fiber success rate to ∼90%
by better monitoring the heater’s temperature.
The input (L1 ) and output (L2 ) lenses consisted of a
12.7 mm focal length 3–5 μm AR-coated aspheric ZnSe
lens and a 20 mm focal length plano-convex ZnSe lens,
respectively. The collimated output was sent to a monochromator set to the long wavelength edge of the pump
spectrum, ∼2.2 μm (with ∼20 nm bandwidth), to create
the spectral measurement signal needed for in situ tapering. At this wavelength, the signal of the pump through
the untapered fiber was ∼6 dB above the noise floor.
By temporarily removing a turning mirror on a magnetic
base, the output fiber tip could be imaged using a pyroelectric camera to monitor the coupling of the pump
source to the fundamental mode of the As2 S3 fiber.
Tapering was achieved using the static tapering method.
After the temperature stabilized to 200  0.1°C, the motorized stages began to pull the two ends of the fiber in
opposite directions each at 10 μm∕s, while the heater remained stationary. This produces an exponential taper
shape with a long transition region and a taper waist that
is approximately equal to the heat zone [23].
With 450 mW of average output power incident on the
input coupling lens, about 90 mW could be coupled
through the fiber. The low coupling ratio is due to Fresnel
reflections from the high-index As2 S3 fiber as well as reflections from the input and output coupling lenses. The
AR coating for the 3–5 μm wavelength range on L1 provided large reflections at 2 μm, creating loss close to 30%;
however, the excess loss was not an issue, as the input
power was limited to well below the available pump
power. After accounting for losses, the coupling to the
fiber is close to 90%. Even though 90 mW could be

Fig. 2. Setup for the in situ fiber tapering system with a 2 μm
fs pump source is shown. The motorized stages are used to
taper the fiber while the linear stages are used to optimize coupling to the fiber and to the spectral measurement device.

coupled to the untapered fiber, the maximum average
output power coupled through the tapered fiber was limited to ∼15 mW, which corresponds to ∼300 pJ of pulse
energy within the chalcogenide fiber. During the in situ
fiber tapering, the average output was maintained at even
lower levels, ∼5 mW. At higher average pump powers,
the tapered fiber would break. It was more susceptible
to breakages when heated. The average power (and fluence) observed for taper breakages was lower during the
tapering process (5 mW or >20 mJ∕cm2 ) than after the
taper was complete (15 mW or >60 mJ∕cm2 ). There was
only a slight decrease in the power coupled through the
fiber after tapering, similar to the results achieved in [17].
The mechanism for the breakage of the tapered optical
fiber most likely comes from third-harmonic generation
(THG) in the tapered waist. Visible THG, at a wavelength
of ∼680 nm, can easily be seen through the scattering
from the surface of the tapered region and eventually
out of the broken fiber tip. Phase matching for the third
harmonic is possible due to intermodal dispersion, where
the third harmonic is in a higher-order transverse mode
within the multimode taper region of the fiber with a
propagation constant equal to that of the fundamental
mode at the pump wavelength [24]. The THG is well into
the absorptive band of the As2 S3 fiber; in fact, the
∼680 nm light approaches the Urbach absorption edge of
the bandgap of As2 S3 [25]. Therefore, the breakages
could be due to direct bandgap absorption generating
free carriers, and, in a process similar to the photodarkening effect in doped optical fibers [26], these free carriers could act as broadband absorbers, absorbing the
short wavelength side of the SCG. The taper would then
break as a result of excessive heating due to the increased absorption. This effect is extremely nonlinear
since increasing the pump power would both increase
the number of free carriers generated through an increase in THG as well as the spectral power within the
absorption spectrum of the free carriers through broadening the output spectrum.
Figure 3 shows the experimental spectral measurement signal during a single tapering experiment, which
initially remains unchanged until the pulling length
reaches a point where the tapered fiber diameter starts
to provide enough waveguide dispersion to create
anomalous GVD for the pump (see Fig. 2). Periodic dips
in the spectral measurement signal in Fig. 3 are from inspecting the coupling of the pump to the fundamental
mode. Due to a decreased mode size in the As2 S3 SMF
compared to the previous in situ tapering experiment
[17], coupling to the fundamental mode is more sensitive
to pointing instabilities that the pump source may have.
The peak in the spectral measurement signal occurs at a
taper waist diameter of approximately 1.95 μm or a pulling length of about 18.5 mm. This corresponds to a nonlinear coefficient of γ ∼ 10 W−1 m−1 for the 2.1 mm long
taper waist. Since the spectral measurement wavelength
had to be close to the pump center wavelength (due to
the limited pump power used), the spectral measurement
signal was less defined than in the previous in situ tapered system [17]. For instance, from Fig. 3, a taper diameter variation of 255 nm results in 3 dB decrease of the
signal at 2.2 μm—a factor of 2 larger than the previous
system—and a 1.78 μm deviation results in 10 dB
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Fig. 3. Output power at 2.2 μm during the tapering process
versus the pulling length (bottom axis) and corresponding fiber
waist diameter (top axis, log scale). The peak in the spectral
measurement signal, at a diameter of 1.95 μm, occurred as
the GVD became anomalous as shown in Fig. 1. Dips in the output signal occur due to monitoring of the image of the output
fiber tip to ensure coupling to the fundamental mode was
maintained.

decrease in the signal at 2.2 μm—a factor of 6 larger than
the previous system.
Even with the limited pump power, an extremely broad
SC is formed after passing through the short taper waist.
Figure 4 shows the SCG spectrum as compared with the
original pump spectrum and simulations. The pulse energy coupled into the core of the As2 S3 fiber was
∼300 pJ (or an average output power after the output
coupling lens of ∼15 mW). The pump spectrum was
broadened to cover from ∼1 to 3.7 μm (at ∼45 dB below
the peak) or about 219 THz. The output spectrum
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spanned an octave at around 25 dB below the peak in
the output spectrum. In frequency units, the pump spectral bandwidth was broadened by a factor of 2 at −3 dB, 5
at −10 dB, and 10 at −30 dB. In the simulation (using the
method described in [17] with Raman fraction and profile
from [27]), a similar spectral bandwidth is generated,
with the transform-limited pump pulse first accumulating
chirp through propagating in the untapered fiber and
taper transition region (with an average dispersion
parameter of −135 ps∕nm∕km calculated from Fig. 1) before it entered the 2.1 mm fiber taper waist. Differences
between the simulation and experiment could be due to
the grating’s uneven spectral response in the measured
SCG spectrum as well as additional nonlinear effects outside of the taper region, which were not accounted for in
the simulation.
The long-term stability of the As2 S3 tapers has been
studied in our previous work [17], where a fiber taper
lasted several months without significant change in the
generated spectrum before breaking. Several suggestions
for increasing the usable lifetime of these tapers have
been presented in [18], including applying an appropriate
coating with low loss in the mid-IR or purging the container with dry N2 to remove moisture.
Alternatively, by optimizing the dispersion of an As2 S3
MOF, a more mechanically stable structure could be produced. With additional stability, the amount of average
power that the tapered fiber could support may increase,
allowing for further broadening of the SCG. To further
stabilize the system, the tapered As2 S3 fiber could be
butt-coupled or even spliced to the pump source,
allowing for the creation of a compact all-fiber mid-IR
SCG source while maintaining the properties of the frequency comb pump source.
In conclusion, a substantially broadened SC was generated using the in situ fiber tapering method with an
ultrafast 2 μm pump source. The measurable output spectrum approached multiple octaves covering the near-IR
and extending into the mid-IR from about 1 to 3.7 μm
(219 THz). This spectrum was generated in a 2.1 mm long
taper with about 300 pJ of pulse energy. Currently,
the spectral bandwidth is limited by the amount of
average pump power that can be passed through the
taper before breaking due to absorption and subsequent
heating caused by THG.
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Fig. 4. 2 μm pump spectrum (dotted), the SCG spectrum
(solid), and the simulation result (dashed) are shown. The
short-wavelength side of the SCG was measured with a Ge detector, the middle of the spectrum with an InSb detector, and
the long-wavelength side of the spectrum with a 2.5 μm longpass filter in place.
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